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Merlin - Ways of Wisdom
Directions for working with
Merlin - Ways of Wisdom Cards kit:
You can work with Merlin – Ways of Wisdom Cards kit using
open card choices (with the cards facing up – and while looking
at the pictures) and also using intuitive card choices (with the
cards facing down, while looking at the cards' reverse side
only).
It is also recommended to mix, compare and analyze the
differences and similarities between your results using open or
intuitive choices.
Suggestions for projective work with
Merlin – Ways of Wisdom Cards kit:
Activity 1: Insights
Choose any subject about which you wish to receive a message.
Observe the picture. Examine the occurrence you see on your
card, and how it is related to the subject you have chosen. Give
the occurrence a title, and discover the lesson Merlin has given
you. What are the powers you need in order to learn it?
Now, describe the occurrence in first person. Try to see what
feelings and emotions are awakened by it.
Activity 2: Communication Centers
Ask a question which you are concerned with about a specific
area in your life, and choose three cards. The first card
represents the message from the heart (emotions). The second
card represents the message from the brain (thoughts). The
third card represents the message from the stomach (feelings).
What type of message arouses from each center? What are
the differences between the centers? What is the unifying
message?

Activity 3: Gifts
Choose as many cards as team members. Turn each card to
an empowering gift for each team member. Exchange gifts and
explain (for example: the gift I want to give you through Merlin
is… because… ")
Activity 4: Lessons
Choose a subject (for example, love relationships, parenthood,
career, etc.) Draw three cards. Arrange your cards in an order
that will reflect your lessons chronologically: card 1 – lessons
learned and internalized, card 2 – lessons in progress, card
3 – future lessons. Share your lessons and see how lessons
learned can help you with lessons in progress and with your
future lessons.
Activity 5: Merlin the Coach
Choose a subject in which you would like to create a change.
Draw three cards. The first card represents "things that will
draw me closer to my goal", the second card represents "things
that take me away from my goal", and the third card represents
"things that can bridge over the two". Analyze the results.
Merlin – Ways of Wisdom Cards kit can be used in any
creative manner. You can use the cards to diagnose others,
define your own cards by yourself or choose to do so by receiving
feedback. The more you use your cards the greater your creativity
will be, and the better your diagnostics abilities will become.
Create your own ways of working with Merlin – Ways of
Wisdom Cards and share your experience in our website.
For more information visit: www.itzikcards.co.il

